GLOBAL PRAYER STRATEGY
The Resurrection Movie

The global prayer strategy we are engaged with has its genesis’s in the evolution of the global prayer
movement, which for us has been centered on the concept of global gates. These have traditional been
identified as emanating from the centres of global authority defined through such organizations as the
United Nation, the Economic World Forum, the G8, the World Health Organizations, The international
Monetary Fund and other such organizations.
We have been engaged with these organizations since the early 2000 rallying churches, business leaders
and ethnic groups to pray and worship in conjunction with the scheduled meeting of the individual
organization. The concept is to change the hearts and minds of the world leaders attending these events
such that God’s purposes are unfolded through decisions made that will affect the destiny and purpose
of nations. Scripture tells us that the heart of the king is like water in the hands of the Lord….He turns it
this way and that for His purposes.
Since engaging with and through these events, we have met and collaborated with kingdom world
leadership organizations and with secular organizations to the extent we have established a global
network of relationships through many nations of the world. It is from these and many other
connections that we have developed a global network to be used for the purposes of the Resurrection
movie. Over the past few years we have come to understand that the global gates of authority influence
is not just resident in the static global gates we had been focussed on but rather also included the
influence of Hollywood and the entertainment industry that is so prevalent throughout most, if not all,
of the world. Today we realize that all the work we have been doing may well have had the purpose of
telling the kingdom/biblical story at the heart of it all through the global gate of Hollywood.
Our strategy has developed out of longstanding relations with other kingdom ministries throughout the
nations. It will be unfolded as follows:
1. There are key international ministry leaders (10-12) who hold authority and presence
throughout the nations that will be contacted to represent the principles defined by our vision
and to pray for our initiative and follow up on the evangelism component of our vision. Many of
these are already in place and have committed to partnering with us to complete the vision.
2. We have developed a strategy of using ministry agreements to formulize our relationship and to
allow the ministry involved to invest in the project through “ministry equity” rather than
financial contribution. This would result in ensuring their commitment to the project, assisting in
spreading the vision and also allow them to benefit financially from the profits that will result
from the movie.
3. We will have the world divided into international regional sections with a global ambassador
assigned to spearhead initiatives in each of the national areas. The concept of this has already
been defined although individual leadership has not yet been assigned. This will ensure local

cultural concerns are cared for and establish a manageable approach to spreading the vision for
the movie across the world.
4. We have already established global social media attention and connectivity with leadership
individuals and organizations with many across the nations. We have repeated invitations to
speak and spread our vision to many parts of the world. We are establishing local “spiritual
ambassadors” in this process who will link us into local authorities and and assist in arranging for
engagement when we are in a position of being able to carry forward with our efforts in a
formal manner.
5. Our connections with leadership organizations is vast and inclusive. It includes involvement with
the largest of African prayer networks (i.e. Enoch Adeboye Redeemed Christian Church engaged
with individual prayer meetings averaging 6-8 million people and culminating with attendees of
over ten million in a single service), the China underground church movement with followers in
the tens (perhaps hundreds) of millions, the middle east prayer movement that although hidden
has major influence in that region of the world, direct and established connections with the
largest Messianic Church in Israel along with very good government connections at the highest
levels, the Europe church movement including the largest evangelical church in that region of
the world, connections to the major influencers of the Australian/New Zealand church and
prayer organizations, connections throughout India and surrounding area, committed
connections with Latin America/Mexico and of course many established connections with the
major organizations and churches throughout North America. Although much work remains to
be done in uniting these nations through the Resurrection vision, the groundwork has already
been established for future engagement and commitment.

Although the task is enormous and perhaps has never been attempted in this fashion we believe the
foundations that have been laid bode well for establishing one unified effort towards evangelism and
kingdom growth through the Resurrection movie. We are excited for the possibilities that can emerge
from the movie project and believe our strategy will result in millions, perhaps billions, coming to know
the knowledge and saving grace of Jesus Christ.
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